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	The Cambridge Companion to the Roman Economy (Cambridge Companions to the Ancient World), 9780521726887 (0521726883), Apress, 2012

	The Cambridge Companion to the Roman Economy offers readers a comprehensive and innovative introduction to the economy of the Roman Empire. Focusing on the principal determinants, features, and consequences of Roman economic development and integrating additional web-based materials, it is designed as an up-to-date survey that is accessible to all audiences. Five main sections discuss theoretical approaches drawn from Economics, labor regimes, the production of power and goods, various means of distribution from markets to predation, and the success and ultimate failure of the Roman economy. The book not only covers traditionally prominent features such as slavery, food production, and monetization but also highlights the importance of previously neglected aspects such as the role of human capital, energy generation, rent-taking, logistics, and human wellbeing, and convenes a group of five experts to debate the nature of Roman trade.
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Core JSTL: Mastering the JSP™ Standard Tag LibraryPrentice Hall, 2002
Using JSTL, software developers and Web page authors can create  robust, flexible Web applications more quickly and easily than ever before. Now,  best-selling author and JSTL expert David Geary presents the definitive guide to  JSTL: its built-in tags, powerful expression language, and extensibility.  Through practical examples...


		

Under AttackCelebrityPress, 2015

	The wording "Under Attack" implies a dangerous situation - one that signifies we are currently under assault. In this book, the Celebrity Experts® showcased are in the vanguard of protecting data and sensitive information under threat - the threat of digital information being made available to unscrupulous sources, and at times...


		

Office 2010 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	This book is for users of Office 2010 who want to get to the heart of the program without wasting time. Don’t look in this book to find out how the different programs in the Office suite work. Look in this book to find out how you can get your work done better and faster with these programs. I show you everything you need to make the...





	

Machine Learning Using R: With Time Series and Industry-Based Use Cases in RApress, 2018

	
		Examine the latest technological advancements in building a scalable machine-learning model with big data using R. This second edition shows you how to work with a machine-learning algorithm and use it to build a ML model from raw data. You will see how to use R programming with TensorFlow, thus avoiding the effort of learning Python...



		

The Lady Is a Spy: Virginia Hall, World War II Hero of the French Resistance (Scholastic Focus)Scholastic Nonfiction, 2019

	
		The Lady Is a Spy is the audacious and riveting true story of Virginia Hall, America's greatest spy and unsung hero, brought to vivid life by acclaimed author Don Mitchell.

		

		When Hitler invaded Poland, Virginia Hall was traveling in Europe. Which was dangerous enough, but as fighting erupted,...



		

Programming in the 1990's: An Introduction to the Calculation of Programmes (Texts and Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 1990

	Programming is a fascinating and challenging subject. Unfortunately, it is rarely presented as such. Most often it is taught by "induction": features of some famous programming languages are given operational meaning (e.g. a loop "goes round and round"), a number of examples are shown, and by induction, we are asked to...
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